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Note: Permanent Route Access Condition Notices (RACN) are periodically updated in the ARTC Route Access Standard (RAS), at which time the relevant RACN is withdrawn.
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Section: 3.1 Version No.: 1.2 Page/s: 26

ARTC Network Location:
Line Section: All
Kms: 

Safe working Operations review and update, see attached revised information:
3 Safeworking Operations

3.1 Rulebooks

- The following rulebooks apply to the ARTC Network:
  
  The New South Wales Network Rules and Procedures apply to the ARTC Network up to and including, Acacia Ridge, Albury, Broken Hill, Port Botany, Unanderra but excluding Oaklands.

  The Code of Practice for the Victorian main line network applies to the ARTC Network in Victoria, up to and including Dimboola Loop, Benalla to Oaklands, Portland to Maroona and Albion to Jacana.

  The Code of Practice for the Defined Interstate Rail Network for Operations and Safeworking Volume 3 Version May 2002, Part 1 Rules applies to the ARTC Network in South Australia. It also applies in Victoria west of Dimboola Loop, in New South Wales west of Broken Hill and in Western Australia East of Parkeston.

- Rulebooks are available to Operators via the ARTC website.

- Operators may also provide their staff with Operator specific procedures. These shall support and not be in conflict with ARTC rulebooks or the Route Access Standard.
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